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VALETE
Our Year 8 pupils leave us well prepared and ready for their senior schools. This is an exciting 
time for them and we thank them wholeheartedly for their contribution to our school and 
wish them every success and happiness in the future:

William C - Prefect (2014 – 2016) Worthing High

Jamie C – Prefect (2006  - 2016) Seaford College

Olesia G– Prefect (2015 – 2016) Lancing College

Tony K – Prefect (2014 – 2016) Lancing College

Claudia L – Head Girl (2006 - 2016) Lancing College
Music Exhibitioner

Matthew M – Prefect (2006 - 2016) Sherborne School
Music Scholar

Nelu M – Prefect (2014 – 2016) Lancing College
Sports Scholar and Academic Exhibitioner

Kevin M – Prefect (2006 - 2016) Steyning Grammar

Kieren P– Prefect (2006 - 2016) Steyning Grammar

William S– Head Boy (2014 – 2016) Lancing College
Academic Scholar and Ken Shearwood Award

This year we must also say goodbye to a long standing member of staff who will be greatly 
missed. We wish Andrew Bizzell every success and happiness and thank him for the many 
opportunities he has provided for the pupils and for the fun he brought into the classroom 
and onto the sports fields.
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A WORD FROM THE HEAD
It gives me great pleasure to 
write the introduction to this 
year’s Lower Quad. I hope 
that as you turn the pages 
and reflect on the myriad 
opportunities that your 
children have enjoyed this 
year you will feel glad to be 
a member of Lancing Prep 
at Worthing and the Lancing 
College family.

Every year of a child’s 
life is important and lays 
foundations for a happy and 
successful future. The Lower 
Quad documents the year that 
has passed and provides the 
children with a chance to smile 
as they look back over time 
that was well spent in happy 
classrooms, enjoying their 
learning and growing with 
their friends.

This school is a good place 
to be. Warm laughter flows 
from the children and their 
teachers and the learning that 
takes place here is enriching, 
engaging and inspiring. The 
heart of the school lies with 
the people in it of course but 
it has been exciting to see so much positive development of the campus and facilities in such 
a short space of time. We returned after the summer holiday in 2015 to a brand new Nursery, 
a new music department and a new school office and as we break up for the summer holiday 
in 2016 we look forward to returning to a new school library and the promise of a new drama 
studio and a Food and Nutrition Room in the very near future.

I wish you well for the forthcoming academic year and look forward to sharing many more 
memorable times in the lives of your children.

Heather Beeby
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Energy and Enthusiasm in the
Our first year in our beautiful refurbished nursery has been as busy as ever, full of joy, 
accomplishment and pride in a myriad of little successes every day.  The children continue to 
amaze us with their energy and enthusiasm for learning. 

Our September starters settled in well. During our topic ‘People who Help Us’ we thought 
about the people at home, at school and in the wider community. We visited several classrooms 
and the wonders of Mr Taylor’s workshop where many of our toys are repaired.  

We were all very excited to meet our local firefighters. They arrived in their fire engine 
and let us sit inside the cabin. They showed us how to use their hoses and we dressed up 
as firefighters! They told us how to stay safe and they switched on their loud sirens and 
flashing blue lights.

We learnt about our natural environment, focusing on autumn, and about celebrations 
and festivals including Harvest, Diwali and Bonfire night.  Our first performance in 
front of an audience, singing the Dingle Dangle Scarecrow, was at the Harvest Festival 
Assembly. We were silent for two minutes on 11th November to think about people 
who help us and who have been brave; the children helped to create a poppy field 
picture for Remembrance Sunday.

The children and staff donned pyjamas and onesies in the fundraising spirit of 
Children In Need for our breakfast jamboree.  At our Christmas Celebration 

there was ‘no room at the inn’ as an emotional audience of parents and 
grandparents streamed in to enjoy the children’s retelling of the 

Nativity through songs and rhymes.   

We all thoroughly enjoyed the Pantomime, Aladdin! (Oh no 
we didn’t….Oh yes we did!). We loved the visit from Mr 

Pumpkin at our Christmas party.  The children were 
eager to participate in the party games and 

were thrilled by his close up magic tricks. 
Father Christmas even dropped 

in to hand out presents.
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N RU S E YR
In the Spring Term the children were very busy. They had swimming lessons and visits to the 
local library and shops.  In our ‘Houses and Homes’ topic we talked about our families and 
where we live; we saw how homes differ and built models to create our own community. A 
trip to two local estate agents produced lots of curiosity – and a few prospective agents!

We went looking for ‘Signs of Spring’; we investigated mini beast habitats and built a ‘bug 
hotel’; we planted flowers and vegetables whilst learning about what they needed to survive. 
We learnt how to programme Bee Bot, our floor robot, and how important it is to be accurate 
with the instructions! We celebrated Chinese New Year by creating Chinese lanterns and 
enjoyed Chinese food, courtesy of The Golden Bowl Restaurant’.

To celebrate ‘World Book Day’ we came to school dressed as our favourite book characters. 
We listened to some of our favourite stories, Sophia Isabel read ‘The Princess and the Pea’ 
to us in Spanish and the Reception children came to read to us.  

At the beginning of the Summer Term we danced around the Maypole and welcomed 
the Sompting Village Morris Dancers to school. We went to Lancing College Farm 
to meet the animals. We stroked some smaller furry friends and learnt how to care 
for them. Outside, the children made full use of the mud kitchen, with pretend 
cooking and potion-making firm favourites! Our Dinosaur topic is always 
exciting. We sorted herbivores from carnivores, found out their names and 
discussed how these gigantic beasts roamed our planet millions of years 

ago.  Budding palaeontologists found eggs in the garden and discovered 
the baby dinosaurs hidden inside. 

Later in the term we discussed holiday destinations. We had 
a real-life nature project with an incubator and eggs in the 

Nursery. Our diligent care was rewarded by the safe 
arrival of three ducklings Gigi, Fifi and Dave. An 

amazing experience with more ooohhs and 
ahhhhs than bonfire night – and these 

were just from the parents! What 
a wonderful year we have 

shared!
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A year in the Forest School for 
June - August 2015
We wanted our Reception class to experience more 
learning outdoors. Our idea was to set up a Forest 
School, but where could we put it? We had a good 
look at the bottom of the school field.  The bushes 
were quite overgrown, tree branches left in huge 
piles to dry and decay and there was a variety of 
litter on the ground.  But there was potential…  
Over the summer the grounds staff worked 
incredibly hard, hauling branches away, 
pruning back bushes and clearing rubble. 
Plans were made and resources collected.

September 2015
With a little apprehension, Forest School 

began.  We donned waterproofs and wellies, 
and set off across the field, singing our Forest 

School song. We explained the rules to the 
children. Then we stood back to see what the 

children would do/discover.  They were excited by 
everything: climbing trees, digging holes, making 

bark rubbings, but above all seeing what bugs they 
could find and where might they be hiding! The 

children were fascinated, and loved collecting bugs 
in insect viewing pots.  

October 2015
The children made models of the bugs they had 
seen from clay.  We stuck these to one of the tree 
trunks, and the children used sticks and leaves to 
make legs and wings. 

November 2015
We read a story about a hedgehog, talked about 
hibernation and the children created a hedgehog 
house in a site they had carefully chosen 
themselves. We discovered what squirrels and 
birds like to eat, then set up a feeding station.  
We made bird food by squashing seeds into 

lard, then pushing the mixture into pine cones 
before hanging them up.

December 2015
We wove different coloured wool around pine 

cones, then hung them from bushes as colourful 
decorations.  At our last Forest School of the year 

we finally lit a fire in our fire pit!
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R E C E P T I O N
January 2016
Inspired by the natural sculptures of Andy 
Goldsworthy, the children created 3D artwork.  We 
talked about the difference between evergreen and 
deciduous trees. The children used chalks to draw 
trees, looking carefully at the branches and twigs.  
We read ‘Stick Man’ by Julia Donaldson, then used 
our knot tying skills to make our own Stick Men.

February 2016
The LPWA funded some new resources for us: 
including binoculars, large magnifying glasses,  
and more insect pots. The children learned to 
use saws to cut up sticks.  We used iPads outside 
to record signs of spring. The children were 
thrilled with the number of buds and flowers they 
discovered, and were encouraged to look very 
closely at what they wanted to photograph.

March 2016
Reading ‘The Three Little Pigs’ led to building 
straw, sticks and brick houses. The straw was almost 
impossible – ‘You can only pile it up in a heap’.  The 
sticks weren’t much better – ‘They are hard to tie 
together and they don’t pile up.’  The bricks were best 
– ‘They have flat sides and you can stack them.’  

April 2016
We designed and made miniature gardens big 
enough for an elf to play in!  We also learned about 
what plants need to grow, and planted  vegetable 
seeds ready to put in the outside area.  

May 2016
The children were fascinated watching the 
changes in frog spawn in a tank in the classroom, 
We went to Arundel Wetlands Centre, where we 
found an abundance of pond life. The children 
took water to the Forest School area to make mud 
pies!  

June 2016 – looking to the future
We have all thoroughly enjoyed our Forest School. 
The children have learned a huge number of skills, 
particularly the importance of teamwork.  Who 
knows what next year will bring?  Watch this space!
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A very busy and exciting year in  

We began with a wonderful day out in Littlehampton in September. At the 
museum, we looked at artefacts from seaside holidays in the past. There 
was a lot of excitement trying on. This was followed by a visit to the 
Lifeboat station, where there was much laughter as the children 
tried to dress in the gear in under a minute. Finally we 
spent a lovely afternoon at the beach, building sandcastles 
and trying to create the biggest hole we could. Some children 
nearly reached Australia!

Our second visit was to Worthing Museum to 
look at toys, old and modern. It was great 

fun taking toys apart, and then 
persevering to put the clockwork 

penguins back together 
again. Some of us were more patient then others! We 

compared the old bears with those of today, as well as 
working out how some old toys worked. We created our own 

toy museum with labels and it took quite a while to agree how 
to group them. Finally we explored the museum, finding lots of 
interesting artefacts, including skeletons!

In January we had wonderful fun ice skating. We started off very 
tentatively holding onto the penguin 

supports really tightly.    As we found our skating legs, some of us 
were brave enough to have a go without them. We worked very hard and 
came back with a rosy glow and tired legs. You might see one or two of 
us at the Winter Olympics one day!

Year 1’s Australia topic ended with 
a ‘flight back’ from Sydney. We 

had a rucksack packed with holiday 
clothes, hats and souvenirs. 

Then a real pilot arrived 
and helped us check in to 

our ‘flight’. Special packs, 
with toothpaste, flight socks 

and colouring books, made the
 flight more comfortable. The pilot showed us the instruments in 
the cockpit that she uses to fly her aeroplane. It was a long flight 
but in a blink of an eye we were back in this country, collecting our 
luggage and heading home.
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Y E A R N EO

In the spring term we became palaeontologists, dressed in hard hats, jackets and goggles to search 
for dinosaur bones! We used special trowels and brushes and wore proper gloves to protect real 
fossils, as we looked at them through magnifying glasses.  We played a game recognising and 
naming dinosaurs. We knew so many and could say the long names far better than our teachers! 

‘Aren’t dinosaurs big?’, ‘Its head is moving!’, ‘A massive stegosaurus had a brain only the size 
of walnut!’, ‘T-Rex’ were good swimmers!’ These comments and more came as we explored the 
exhibition at Paradise Park. We were fascinated by the models of dinosaurs and took a lively 
interest in the information around us. A ride on the train produced screams and shouts in the 
tunnel to rival any dinosaur roar. We explored outside to discover more models of dinosaurs in 
bright colours. Seeing them so close was quite scary. A walk around the gardens and a visit to the 
playground rounded off a fabulous day.

What a wonderful day we had at the Weald and Downland museum! In the 
mill, we enjoyed turning the stones to grind corn and found lots to interest 
us in the different houses. Chamber pots and outside toilets created 
great excitement in each house we visited! We were fascinated 
by the household objects we saw and learning how they 
worked. In the Bayleaf house the man magically made fire 
producing lots of smoke. In the workshop we experienced 
building walls with bricks, furnishing old and new houses, 
creating a farm and using building materials. There was so much 
to see, and our visit gave us a flavour of life in the past.

We have loved every minute with the children this year!
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Our feet haven’t touched the ground all year, apart from when 
we were measuring them!  Our first topic was Dragons, Knights 
and Castles. In our ‘Fire’ topic, we learnt about the Great Fire of 
1666 and made (and ate) delicious Pudding Lane Bread. We then 
moved on to ‘Ice’ and became Arctic Explorers. Next we went to 
the Isle of Struay, a fictitious Scottish island, home of the Katie 
Morag books. Finally, we moved on to Africa and explored the 
environment, the animals, the people who live there and their 
culture.  

As part of our Knights and Castles topic, we visited Arundel Castle 
to learn about castle life. We were a little scared peering down into 
the gloomy dungeon but we loved the view from the keep. In the 
Education Room we learnt about William the Conqueror and we 
dressed up as knights, archers, ladies and jesters. We even tried 
out real weapons! We returned to school knowing so much more 
about knights and castles.  

We like to be selective with our ‘Show and Tell’ so the children are 
encouraged to bring in things from home, that have to relate to 
our current topic.  The children have brought in writing, pictures, 
photographs, books, artwork, film-clips, artefacts and even 
Geoffrey the Giraffe!

Drama is a great way to express feelings and to empathise with 
different characters. In Year 2 we often use drama as a precursor 
to writing. We have enjoyed performance poetry, too, and 
watching film clips from poets such as Michael Rosen. This year 
we performed Ian McMillan’s ‘Ten Things Found in a Wizard’s 
Pocket’. Then we wrote our own poem entitled ‘Ten Things Found 
in a Sailor’s Pocket’.

Whenever possible we like to make our learning interactive. 
In Religious Studies we learnt a Jewish song, did some Jewish 
dancing, wrote our name in Hebrew, and made an embroidered 
Mezuzah.

Year 2 like using hoops in the most unexpected ways!  We have 
used them to sort a story into its opening, build-up, problem, 
resolution and ending. In ICT we wrote a programme to move 
around the planetary system.  In science we sorted healthy and 
unhealthy food. In maths they helped us to understand hundred, 
tens and units. We have even used them in PE!  

A fantastic and productive time in  
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Y A
E

R T W O

In the spring our classroom was turned into an Arctic 
environment, complete with ‘snow’, arctic animals (friendly, 
miniature ones) and an explorer’s tent. Suitably kitted out, our 
explorers were ready to go off to Antarctica with rucksacks full 
of vital equipment. In fact, everything an explorer could wish 
for, including maps, binoculars, climbing rope, dehydrated 
food, walking boots and even a stove. Our teacher became Ernest 
Shackleton and we had to write to him to apply to join the crew. 
Mr Shackleton was very fussy, and our letter had to detail all 
our skills and personal attributes. Luckily, our letters were very 
good and Mr Shackleton decided to employ us all.

Have you ever thought about how important instructions are? 
Year 2 have! The children made hot chocolate following written 
instructions, and worked in pairs to give verbal instructions to 
each other to make a jam sandwich.  Finally, they made an igloo 
out of marshmallows without instructions. 

We were brimming with excitement as we arrived at the ice rink 
in Worthing. Some of us hadn’t been ice skating before, but were 
determined to give it a go. The Penguins used to help us with 
our balance were quickly discarded, as our confidence grew. 
It soon became clear that Torvill and Dean had some serious 
competition!

To enhance our ‘Africa’ topic we went to Marwell Zoo to see 
the African animals. We did lots of research before going, and 
worked in teams to gather interesting facts.  Then we sorted 
the facts and finally wrote our own animal fact files.  It was an 
amazing trip to end the year on. 
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A fun packed year in  
There have been so many firsts this year for the children: playing hockey, going away for 
matches, studying French, staying away from home with PGL, investigating the power of 
magnets, dressing up as Victorians, being archaeologists and more.  

We began with an amazing visit to Preston Manor, a 
charming Victorian house. Its elegant reception rooms 
and functional servants’ quarters revealed the ‘upstairs 
and downstairs’ life at the Manor. The children wrote to 
apply to be employees. We were all in full costume and 
the Manor staff acted as Victorian servants. The children 
cooked in the kitchen and tasted their food. 

During our Roald Dahl topic we read ‘George’s 
Marvellous Medicine’, and the children then wrote 
instructions to make their own marvellous medicine. 

They thoroughly enjoyed coming up with weird and wonderful ingredients, from wiggly 
worms and parts of brains to more conventional flour and brown sugar! 

In science the children were fascinated when studying 
magnets. When they realised that magnetic forces could 
work through tables, their faces were a sight to be seen. 
They studied forces, testing how far a toy car moved on 
different surfaces, gathering and recording data using the 
class iPads to find which material created the most friction. 

The spring term began with great fun as we investigated 
plants and the factors that affect their growth. The children 
carried out experiments whilst competing to grow the 

largest bean plant! The beans were sourced from plants grown in our vegetable garden; a 
wonderful way for the children to see a plant’s life cycle. 

We became history detectives when a Horsham Museum 
historian brought along ancient Egyptian artefacts. The 
children used their investigative skills to identify them, 
working out their purpose and who would have been 
used them. Objects, some over 5000 years old, were 
handled by the children, giving them a real insight into 
ancient Egyptian life. The children dressed to role play 
the mummification process, complete with a mummy 
doll and removable organs! Feedback included “that 
was the best day ever” and “I can’t believe I am holding 
something that is so old!”
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In English we focused on Michael Morpurgo’s 
‘Kensuke’s Kingdom’. The children planned and 
created adventure stories including flashbacks, 
descriptions, cliff hangers and much more. The 
children were so proud to read their stories to 
the Nursery and Reception children. The study 
of ‘Kensuke’s Kingdom’ lead to the children to 
produce TV news reports and podcasts about 
the disappearance of the main character. Using 
IT, they went on to edit their reports, adding 
music and captions. 

In geography, the children built on their previous 
knowledge, focusing on India. They were fascinated to learn about such a diverse country. 
The topic was introduced with the classroom 
transformed into an aeroplane, and the teachers 
becoming pilots! 

In April, when studying the Stone Age, Year 3 
became archaeologists for a day. They had great 
fun digging in sand finding objects, sketching 
artefacts, making clay pots and identifying 
different objects.  The children were bursting 
with facts to tell their parents that evening.

Throughout the year the pupils had valuable 
experience in cookery club in the Food and 
Nutrition room. They created a variety of dishes 
to enjoy with their families: Puff Pastry Tart, 
Rhubarb and Apple Crumble, Spring Pasta 
Salad, Smartie Biscuits, Fruit Salad and Chicken 
Noodle Soup. The children have learnt many 
practical skills and absolutely loved it!
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A flying start for  

Year 4 got off to a flying start by total immersion in all things ‘Harry Potter.’ The children 
realised this was going to be a magical term, when Mrs Casey arrived with her Gryffindor 
cloak, sorting hat, and Tri-Wizard cup!

English lessons revolved around the Harry Potter novels; the children 
improved their reading comprehension and wrote detailed character 

descriptions. Each week their progress and achievements, in all 
subjects, were rewarded with ‘Berty Botts Every Flavour Beans’ and 
the coveted title of ‘Wiz of the Week’. 

History, Geography and English were combined 
in a cross-curricular Ancient Civilisations topic. 

Year 4 took a journey back in time, to discover 
Tutankhamen’s Tomb with Howard Carter in the 

Valley of the Kings. They practised formal letter 
writing, to apply for the role of archaeologist in 

his team and then used multi-sensory locational 
writing to describe vividly the sights and sounds 
of Alexandria, Cairo and a felucca journey down 

the river Nile.

Later the focus shifted from the Ancient 
Egyptians to the Ancient Greeks. A trip to the 

British Museum further fuelled the children’s 
fascination for ancient artefacts, whilst an 

excellent workshop helped to consolidate 
their knowledge of myths and legends. 

The class performed a classics play at the 
end of the summer term – ‘Odysseus and the 

Cyclops’. Each child researched the story and their 
role within the play, which was evident from the outstanding final 

performance. 

Sam and Dom made their respective masks and were the perfect choice to 
share the role of Polyphemus. Sophie was a multi-talented and hilarious 

‘girlie’ Cyclops who interacted on stage well with Nerea, as our female 
Poseidon. The performances of the two Greek soldiers, by Harry 
and Louie, were amazing. There was one soliloquy, concerning the 

Trojan horse, which will never be forgotten! Odysseus was played 
with flair by Emma, her ability to learn her lines in such a short space 

of time should also go down in the LPW record books.
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Y E A R RUF O

Each child in Year 4 has had the opportunity to attend a performance from the Culture Club 
and their experiences have included several theatrical performances and author presentations 
from Michael Morpurgo, David Walliams, Rachael Rooney and Chris Riddell. 

There have been many other highlights, during this busy academic year. As part of their Roman 
topic and to gain valuable knowledge of Roman life, the children visited Fishbourne Roman 
Palace. Their favourite activity involved their group interrogation of a ‘grumpy centurion,’ he 
was particularly drilled on his knowledge of Latin – Mrs Hardisty would have been proud! 

As a class we read ‘Matilda’, by Roald Dahl and 
took a trip to the West End to see the RSC’s 

‘Matilda the Musical.’ It was hugely 
enjoyed by them all. Finally, we read E 
B White’s ‘Charlotte’s Web’. Being part 

of the Lancing College family has created 
many opportunities for the children this 

year; farmer Jon’s tour of the College farm and 
all its animals helped to bring the characters in this 

children’s classic story to life. 
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LoveLearning@LPW  
Children at Lancing College Prep at Worthing have had some incredible opportunities this year 
to attend a wide variety of events, both as part of their learning and for the pure enjoyment of 
experiencing a live theatre or musical performances.

In Years 4 & 5, pupils studied Roald Dahl’s ‘Matilda’ 
as stimulus for their English work. The book was used 
to inspire lessons, which improved the children’s 
reading skills, grammar and creative writing. To 
finish the book and topic in style, they went to see 
the Royal Shakespeare Company production of 
‘Matilda the Musical’ in the West End. Theatre visits 
of this type are an essential part of learning, and it 
enabled the children to consider the choices made 
by a director or producer, as well as the author. 

After studying the life and times of Shakespeare, 
children from the prep school were invited to a 
wonderful performance at the College theatre. The 
New Mutiny Theatre Company performed their 
unique interpretation of ‘Romeo & Juliet’.  The energy 
of their live performance engaged and inspired our 
students.

Lancing College Prep at Worthing was registered as an Arts Award provider this year. The 
purpose of these awards is to inspire young people to discover and explore the Arts in all their 

forms. For one group of children, from Years 3 to 
5, this entailed total immersion in Prokofiev’s ‘Peter 
and the Wolf’. Through studying the underlying 
folk tale and classical music the children gained 
an understanding of the power of a story. They 
studied a variety of interpretations of this piece, 
which included shadow puppetry, orchestral 
performances and cartoons, before deciding on their 
own final artistic project. Their responses included: 
story-telling, poetry, puppet theatre and art work in 

a variety of mediums. One child wrote a poem inspired by her Arts Award and Michael Rosen’s 
poetry, which he retweeted to his many followers! All children our children who participated, 
were successful in achieving their Arts Award.

We have extended the opportunity to see authors and poets beyond the Lancing Prep at Worthing 
community this year. During the spring term we invited children from several local primary 
schools to attend our Gifted and Talented writers’ day, hosted by Caroline Lawrence – author of 
the Roman Mysteries Series.  She shared her tips on how to structure and write a gripping mystery 
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English & Culture
with all the children. However, she also found time to have lunch with some of our aspiring 
writers; Caroline gave them detailed ‘editor style’ feedback on their own Roman Mystery stories. 
It was an incredible opportunity for all the children involved.  Here are just two examples:

In the summer term we had a visit from the performance 
poet and playwright, Joseph Coelho. He inspired the 
children to write and perform their own poems and 
created a wonderful poetry buzz about the school.

Our children love to read, and from September they 
will be able to continue that passion in our newly 
designed and installed library! The artist’s impression 
of the end result is very exciting. 

We are all looking forward to 2016-2017. We’ll be 
planning more exciting trips and author visits for our 
children, inspired by the books on our brand new 
shelves.

Reaching for the mottled, brown, vellum-bound book, Adrastia took it with great 
respect; the tome represented many years of hard work. The yellowed papyrus inside 
was covered with neatly-drawn diagrams and a sea of miniscule, untidy handwriting. 
Drawings of herbs and sketches of bodily organs were labelled with care. The words ‘De 
Meteria Medica’ were emblazoned dramatically on its cover. Dedanius Discorides took 
his work silently from his daughter’s hands and picked up his stylus. 
By Beatrice Turner aged 9

Facetum was tall, with thinning grey hair and a short, squat nose.  He wore a plain white 
linen toga, which was cut off at the knees. He would often visit the temple of Poseidon to 
pay tribute to him, so that he would favour his voyages. This temple was a replica of the 
Parthenon, with statues of Poseidon instead of the occasional pillar. There were wave 
patterns on the side, painted in gold, turquoise and navy blue. Inside, there was a fresco 
of Poseidon creating the saltwater spring in Athens. 
There was a ringing in Facetum’s ears after the noise of the busy market outside. There 
was a pungent smell of rotting flesh and decaying fruit strewn across the various altars.
Whilst sailing a trade route to Alexandria, Facetum had been involved in a shipwreck 
He was on his way back from Alexandria loaded with cotton and spices, when his ship 
had sunk, however, he had lost all of that apart from three bags of golden drachmas. 
That would be just enough to buy a new ship, some olives and some wine.  
By Ben Milward-Sadler
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LoveWriting@LPW  
Poetry Competition Joseph Coehlo
Alex Badcock  
Year 6

If all the world were Lego
How amazing it would be,
A multi-coloured universe made perfect by you and me,
Where cities go up in hours – in every shape and size,
Where imagination has no boundaries and  
life’s one great surprise.
No decaying inner city building, no poverty, filth or grime.
Just bright primary colours everywhere and a superhero 
fighting crime.

Your largest block of Lego bricks is as tall as the Empire State
You might even build a submarine,
In the middle of your man made city lake!

But if all the world is Lego 
And our roads were yellow brick
Would it make life easier to see what makes us tick?

I might rebuild my granddad and replace his clunky hip
And the city steps would be perfectly straight
So of course he would never have slipped!
But like a shiny shopping mall- all glossy, bright and clean
There might be a superficial emptiness in everything you 
see.

Grandad likes his clutter 
And his falling down old house.
(I won’t tell you what he gave me, when I asked him for my 
mouse!)

His swirly brown old carpet and his rusting well worn car
Are actually quite perfect, just as they are.
And whilst I might create a town with a high-tech hospital,
Grandad’s far more likely to send me back to school.
To learn that life’s not perfect-like a brand new Lego box

You make it up as you go along and sometimes you have to 
stop.

To see the beauty in the grime
In the graffiti on the wall, in the laughter in city slums as the 
children kick a ball.
Life is real, it’s tough, it’s hard, it can suddenly fall apart
But that’s exactly why a Lego brick will never have a heart!

Poetry Competition Joseph Coehlo
Louie Readman-Berry 
Year 4

If all the world were chocolate
My Mum would be as sweet as her 
brownies
And her hot chocolate mmmm.

If all the world were chocolate 
My dad would be dark chocolate 
And I would wish a honeycomb sun to 
shine upon him.

If all the world were chocolate 
I would bake a chocolate stairway to 
heaven
And bring my uncle Mark back down.

If all the world were chocolate 
I would gather my friends
And make a cake of friendship.

If all the world were chocolate 
I would travel to Egypt on a chocolate 
plane
And see the giant Toblerone of Giza.

If all the world were chocolate 
My cat would be drinking 
Milk chocolate out of toffee bowl.

If all the world were chocolate
I would melt my mum and dad back 
together
Like a family sized bar of chocolate. 

All the world is not chocolate
But whilst I can imagine that it were
I will focus on the sweet taste of life,
Knowing I am loved.
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The Culture Club
The Culture Club was founded this year, to promote and share 
a love of the Arts within our school community. Children from 
across the school have applied for and won tickets to see a wide 
variety of performances. 

Our first ‘Culture Club Consultant’ can be seen here at the 
London Symphony Orchestra’s Shakespeare 400 celebration 
performance. In addition to seeing a classical music concert, he 
was also treated to a cello lesson from an LSO cellist!

The Royal Albert Hall was the venue for our next Culture Club 
Consultant, Matthew, who went to see the pianist Lang Lang play 

in a concert. 
This performance was created with children in 
mind. Lang Lang is reported to have inspired 40 
million children worldwide to play the piano.

As part of 
our focus on 
‘Reading for 
Pleasure,’ more 
Culture Club 
C o n s u l t a n t s 
were sent out 

to the Imagine Festival on the South Bank in London. They saw 
theatrical performances and listened to talks from a number of 
children’s authors, such as: Michael Morpurgo, David Walliams 
and Cressida Cowell. 

In the summer term, students also competed for the chance to 
attend author presentations at the Worthing WoW and Brighton Festivals.

All these children then wrote a recount of their day, to share their experiences with others. 
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LoveLearning@LPW  
“It is not the answers you give, but the questions you ask”    
              
           Voltaire

In January Year 6 set about solving the following problem:

 ‘Just before an event in the 2014 Winter Olympics, 40 competitors from around the world 
were gathered at the top of a mountain. One turned to another and said “I think I will go 
and shake hands with all of the competitors, and wish them good luck. I shall encourage 
them all to shake everyone else’s hand!” Her friend said “Are you serious? Do you know 
how many handshakes there would be altogether?” If all 40 of the competitors were to 
shake hands with everyone else, how many handshakes would there be in total?’

In order to solve this the pupils began by looking at 
simpler situations, drawing diagrams using shapes, and 
then attempting to spot a pattern. After finishing this, it 
was used to find how many handshakes would result. 
(It was a large number, but we are not telling you the 
answer!)

In the spring term two of our year 8 pupils visited 
Lancing College to take part in the UK Maths Challenge, 
together with some Year 9 students. Here is their account 
of the day:

Nelu and I took part in the UK Maths challenge at 
Lancing College. We were paired with two students 
from Lancing College, making a very competitive team, 
as two students from Lancing Prep at Hove were paired 
with students from Lancing as well! There were four 
rounds, my favourite being the relay, in which we had to 
run to check our answers and receive the next question – 
quite a manic situation in which to do Maths questions 
– and it was very satisfying when we discovered that 
a question was right! All the rounds were a great 
challenge, and it was an all-round enjoyable event. We 
came 6th out of 24, but unfortunately for us the other 
Lancing team came 4th. Nevertheless, it’s the taking 
part that counts, as they say! 
         
      William Simpson
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Mathematics
The Faraday Challenge 
In February, Year 7 visited Lancing College for the Faraday Challenge. We were introduced to 
the work of engineers and coding in various areas .We firstly coded a teacher to clean her teeth 
(with a toilet brush!) to show that things must be done in small steps. We used a BBC microbit to 
develop solutions for health, leisure, travel or sport problems. We had to code our microbits as 
a prototype and as a team, and then pitch our ideas to engineers. We had 80 Faradays to spend 
at the shop and to buy expert time. Each team had to make two prototypes and then market 
them. The teachers made a teachers’ stress monitor that warned pupils when the teacher ‘was 
about to blow!’ 

Here are the thoughts of some of our students:
• All the Year 7s had a fantastic time and we would like to do something similar again soon!  

Charina G
• Our team chose home and leisure and got to work straight away, with Ben M-S coding a 

stepometer, and me coding a password device. So my team of Ben, George, Faris K, Jack, 
Ruben and I may not have won, but were still happy with the results – Luke H

• My team made a stepometer, which means it counts your steps every time you walk. We 
also made a password bit. If you got the password right it would come up with a smiley 
face blinking, and at the end it would wink – Jack W

• We didn’t win but I still really enjoyed myself, as I have always been interested in 
engineering – Ben B

• I really enjoyed the Faraday Challenge because it taught me new things about coding, and 
also about trying to create a floor house alarm- James

In  June, the Year 7s travelled ‘up the hill’ 
again to take part in a series of fun Maths 
activities with the College Maths staff. We 
worked in groups of three, rotating round 
the four activities throughout the afternoon. 
There was a pentominoes activity where we 
had to find as many pentominoes made up 
from five squares. Another group had a game 

of ‘Mastermind’, where we had to use trial and improvement to work out the order of colours. 
Then we had to work out how much money we could get with a lobster pot activity, looking 
at using Maths in a real life situation. The final activity 
was a competition between the groups, which involved 
a series of seventeen mixed multiple choice questions. 
Some of these were quite tricky, whilst others were 
fairly easy to work out. The winning group in the 
multiple choice challenge were George, Charina and 
Jack and Grace. Ruben and James and Ben MS had the 
most money left at the end of the lobster pot challenge.
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LoveLearning@LPW  
“A good scientist knows the right answers. A great scientist knows the right questions.”
 
            Unknown

Year 7 and 8 Science got off to a tremendous start with a visit from Professor Jonathan Bacon, 
Professor of Neuroscience in the School of Life Sciences at Sussex 
University. He brought along one of his MA students, Harry, to help 
us hunt for microscopic tardigrades! Tardigrades are also known as 
water bears and they live in moss all over the planet. We searched 
through various moss samples using the powerful binocular 
microscopes borrowed from Sussex University for the morning. 
We had found many beautiful rotifers and single celled organisms 
but only one tardigrade which was sadly dead! It was an incredible 

morning and Professor Bacon complimented the children on their excellent questions and 
brilliant behaviour. 

While some of our pupils were in France, the remainder 
undertook the ‘Great Marble Tower Challenge.’ Each 
group of two or three had an hour to design and make a 
tower that would hold a marble as high from the ground 
as possible. Each group had ten large, bendy straws, five 
thinner straws, a metre of tape and a pair of scissors. Some 
groups began to build without fully thinking through their 
designs, resulting in hasty changes at the end, when it was 
discovered that the towers failed to stand! Finally, we all 
looked at the various designs and tested them.

The winning team used a combination of rectangular and 
triangular designs to make a tower standing 32 cm high - 
around 6 cm more than its nearest rival.

In May a group of twelve intrepid Year 6 students set off 
‘up the hill’ for the annual Lancing College Prep Schools’ 
Science Challenge. We all assembled in the Great Room 
and then went to the laboratories where we were put into 
teams.

In the Physics laboratory Jasmine, Erin, Alex and Alex 
undertook a task of very careful, accurate measurement of 
items such as a droplet of water and the thickness of a sheet 
of paper. The second Physics task was to build a tower with 
straws that could support a tennis ball. 

Image © BBC
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Science

In Chemistry, a group including Vinnie, Abbie, 
Archie and Charlie researched acids and alkalis and 
temperature changes in chemical reactions. They had to 
find a method of cooling things down after looking at a 
can of ‘self-heating’ coffee.

The Biology groups took on a range of challenges 
including putting together a cardboard skeleton, 
counting the prickles on holly leaves, producing a graph 
of the results, and building a strong nest from twigs. 
Joseph, Kai, Ethan and Will had fun with these.

While the challenge scores were being totalled, we went 
to the Great Room for a talk by Dr Simon Norris on the 
applications and features of gases in the atmosphere. He 
spoke about pumping up bicycle tyres and used the same 
principle to make an ‘apple gun’. Joseph was able to use 
a thermal imaging camera during the demonstration. 
Dr Norris then talked about the chemistry of carbon 
dioxide.  The scores were then announced. Although we 
didn’t win anything this time, we all had fun.  

In June, Year 7 became Eco-Warriors for a day at 
Davison’s High School in the 9th Annual Eco-summit. 
We handed in the milk bottle tops that we had collected 
for charity. The day began with a welcome talk by Tim 
Loughton, founder of the EYE Project. Emma Pinchbeck, 
Head of Climate Change for WWF, gave a talk on how it 
affects both animals and humans (and coffee!), and the 
measures we can take to slow it down. 

We took part in a variety of workshops as diverse as kite 
flying, junk percussion, creativity through waste and 
energy watch. Jack and Faris flew a kite, while Ben and 
Grace made a wind turbine and Luke and Charina used 
solar panels. A group of us learnt about water and how 
much we use in different areas in the home. 

Another group went to an art room to make planets 
from materials washed up on the beach. There was an awful lot of string! Then it was back to 
the main hall to listen to a closing talk and to write what we thought of the day on some leaves. 
We viewed the winning pieces of art, showing pupils’ thoughts on climate change. Overall, a 
good day where we learnt to refuse, re-use and recycle. 
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Love  French @LPW  
Parlez-vous Français?

At LPW children make huge progress in their ability to speak French. Enthusiastic beginners in 
Years 2 and 3, earnestly repeat and then recall single words and enjoy songs to help the vocabulary 
stick. Year 7 and 8 pupils confidently progress to answering questions about themselves using the 
past, present and future tenses, and resourcefully use and adapt known French when asking for 
directions, or ordering meals in restaurants as in tourist role play situations. This last academic 
year has offered plenty of opportunities for all pupils to successfully practise their pronunciation, 
draw on familiar language, and develop their confidence to communicate accurately in French.

Year 3 enjoyed playing ‘Happy Families’ to practise asking for classroom items:

In May all pupils in Years 5, 6 and 7 communicated their way to success in ‘French Badge’ speaking 
tests. The Green, Yellow and Red Badge tests involve pupils answering questions on familiar 
topics and describing people, making food and drink  requests as if in a restaurant or when 
shopping, and giving a short talk on their typical daily routine. These speaking tests prove to be 
valuable stepping stones to confident oral performances in the Common Entrance and Academic 
Scholarship speaking exams pupils sit at the end of Year 8.

Passe-moi 
un crayon 
s’il te plaît
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Love  French @LPW  Love  Normandy @LPW  
The third week of September began early – very early! - for pupils in Years 6,7 and 8 travelling to 
Normandy. The three day trip provided memorable opportunities to successfully practise their 
shopping and food and drink French vocabulary and to study the historic Bayeux Tapestry and 
the moving original photographs, film and artefacts from World War 2 in Caen.  
 
Love challenges @LPW: All pupils rose to the challenge of asking 
for food and drink, missing tableware items and understanding 
prices. The sense of achievement when tucking into a meal ordered 
in French was almost as good as the taste of the food itself.

Love opportunities to reflect on @LPW: Genuine interest, searching questions and mature 
reflection were shown during our museum visits – we have fantastic inquisitive learners at LPW.

Love to socialise @LPW: Perhaps most impressive and heart-warming of all is to observe a group 
of children enjoy each other’s company and witness the camaraderie so evident between the 
different age groups on this trip.

Love memories @LPW
‘I bought two croissants, two pains au chocolat, a rugby ball and some Hollywood brand gum all 
for ten euros – a bargain!’ Keir K
‘I got to eat steak two days’ running - once in Flunch and then again on the ferry!’ George N
‘I really enjoyed having a mini karaoke with Abbie and Jasmine in our room in the mornings – it 
would be fun to wake up like that every day’ Erin R
‘It was very sad to see the photos of life in Europe during the Second World War’ Alex B
‘I had SIXTY mussels in my Moules Marinières in Flunch!’ Faris K
‘I have only been at LPW for two weeks but now I know other people really well. It’s been a good 
bonding experience for me’ Luke H
‘I really enjoyed going to the biscuit factory in Asnelles and tasting our own biscuits we made. 
I understood most of what the biscuit maker said and even asked him a question in French 
afterwards!’ William S
‘I was surprised to drink hot chocolate out of a bowl - but it was big enough to dip my pain au 
chocolat in’ Charlie G
‘Normandy mornings to me are running along the beach, skimming stones and throwing my 
rugby ball to friends’ Archie R 

Je prends 
un steak-frites 
avec un gâteau 

au chocolat.Je 
n’ai pas 
de verre. 

Je peux avoir 
un verre
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LoveGeography@LPW  
“Geography is a subject which holds the key to our future”  Michael Palin 

In Geography we aim to develop in the children a knowledge and understanding of the wonderful, 
inscrutable and magical world we live in, so that they can place local, national and global events 
in context. We want to help them understand how we can look after the beautiful planet we share, 
ensuring that we husband its resources responsibly for future generations.

Throughout the school, the children have been exploring... 

Year 5 loved learning about tropical rainforests and produced some wonderful work.

In the second half of the summer term Year 6 
visited the Seven Sisters as part of their topic on 
rivers, coasts and the countryside code. They 
walked along the River Cuckmere, looking at 
erosion, deposition and transportation, before 
discovering the beach where they ate their lunch. 
The children took a different route back and 
walked three more miles, discovering various 
types of landscape on the way. A great learning 
experience was had by all! 

In the summer term Year 7 visited Dorking town 
centre to collate data as part of their Common 
Entrance geography project. The children spoke 
to members of the public very politely, asking 
geographical questions and studying the services 
within the town.

In the autumn term a boys’ and a girls’ team from 
Year 8 took part in the annual Lancing College 
Geography Quiz, competing against twelve other 
teams. The children had to answer a wide range 
of geographical questions over the course of the 
afternoon and we were very pleased with their 
efforts. Sadly we didn’t win on this occasion, but 
both our teams gained exactly the same number 
of points and they represented LPW very well. 
They also had a wonderful time testing their 
knowledge and skills.
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LoveHistory@LPW  
“We travel, some of us forever, to seek other places, other lives, other souls.”

            Anaïs Nin
At LPW a prime aim in our children’s experiences in history is to empathise and identify with 
those from other periods and locations. One of the main factors in achieving this is our many and 
varied visits, travelling to places of historical interest. In the department we are very fortunate to 
have the opportunity to make several visits during each calendar year, and they often prove some 
of the most memorable experiences that our pupils take away from their time here at school. 

Here are just a few examples of the exciting visits that have occurred during the past year:

In the Autumn term Year 7 pupils visit the reputed site of the Battle of 
Hastings in East Sussex, as a culmination of their previous studies of the 
initial part of the Norman Conquest. Highlight of our day is usually a 
mile long walk of the perimeter of the battlefield, tracing the course of the 
conflict as we go. Could the sound of our final charge of the Normans up 
the hill possibly be heard back at school in Worthing?! We also tour the 
remains of the Abbey built by William I to commemorate the event, and 
some beautiful sketching from our children results.

A trip of a very different tone is undertaken in the Summer term by Year 6. After spending 
the morning engaged in geographical studies at the Seven Sisters Country Park, we pop along 
the coast to visit Newhaven fort, exploring the many fascinating exhibits that relate to World 
War II. A firm favourite of the children is the ‘Blitz Experience’, when we enter a dank, musty 
shelter that throbs with the sounds of sirens and an air raid. Such experiences are invaluable 
in encouraging empathy for a historical period, and virtually impossible to recreate effectively 
within the classroom.

Finally there is our wonderful biennial joint French/History trip across the water, when we visit 
the beautiful town of Bayeux with its renowned tapestry, as further exploration of the last occasion 
our islands were successfully invaded:, and view the D-Day landing beaches of Normandy, a 
truly moving experience for us all. 
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Painting for a community space was our main priority this 
autumn and all the pupils were involved in designing a 
painting for the school hall. Taking the theme of flowers, 
the children worked collaboratively to paint 10 large 
canvasses. Nursery children used their hands to paint the 
petals of their sunflowers and at the top of the school, 
Claudia’s design was enlarged to make a beautiful 
painting of pansies.

Focusing on the art theme of texture, Year 5 used shells 
as their inspiration. They experimented with different 
media when drawing from observation, and produced 
some very clever, low relief pieces made from seeds and 

Plaster of Paris. Studying the ceramics of Kate Malone, (who many might now know, as she 
was a judge on the Great Pottery Throw Down!) the pupils have made their own wonderful 
ceramic pieces. We have spiked jugs and volcano shaped containers, as well as bowls with 
swirls, and vases with shell decorations.

The Year 6 visit to Dulwich Picture gallery in January was a great success. The exhibition 
captivated the children, who loved the illusions, tessellations and reflections in the most 
intricately drawn images. They also took part in a workshop that built on the idea of illusion, 
and made a Victorian Thaumatrope. 

LoveLearning@LPW  

  Beatrice T: Shell bowl

George C: 
shell 
volcano 
container

  James N: spiky jug
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LoveArt@LPW  
Year 7 have studied Pop Art, and in particular the work of Roy Lichtenstein. They initially 
experimented with colour, cutting and distorting their self-portraits, and then developed their 
ideas into a painting, using Benday dots in the style of the artist. The pupils’ final piece was a 
head sculpture made from Mod roc of themselves which they painted, again in the style of Roy 
Lichtenstein.

“In the first few weeks of the spring term I began an individual sculpture of my head in the style 
of Roy Lichtenstein. I really enjoyed completing the project as the experiences, at first were quite 
something- my face was covered in plaster bandage! The final piece was completed with some 
very intricate finishing touches. I think my final piece is great!”   Grace Byford

Every year Year 8 pupils work to add a piece of permanent art to our school surroundings. This 
year the pupils designed and painted three new stained glass windows for our hall. They initially 
used iPads to capture images of recognisable vistas, which were then enlarged and drawn with 
glass outliners onto perspex sheeting. The little tubes of outliner were extremely frustrating, as 
they constantly blocked or burst, covering us all in black goo! The pupils mixed their desired 
colours in glass paint and carefully applied it to the windows. 

The completed panels add a special touch of beauty when we are enjoying our Eucharist services 
on Thursday mornings with Father Richard.
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LoveComputing@LPW  
Our children are becoming very adept at computing, and their coding skills in particular 
are developing at a phenomenal rate. They have many opportunities in school to use IT; on 
interactive whiteboards, using the iPads, and on desktops in the IT suite.

Year 5 linked computing and science when they used iPads for in depth research on Space, and 
produced wonderfully animated presentations on the Keynote app.

Year 6 have been studying the 
work of M C Escher in Art and Computing. Using an app called Amaziograph, the children 
created some wonderful tessellating patterns based on their art work. They also wrote code to 
draw repeating patterns on the computer. This task enabled them to find links between maths 
(shape, rotation and angles), computing (coding) and art (M C Esher), which was extremely 

rewarding. 

Using PurpleMash, the Year 7 pupils 
were able to collaborate on a single 
class mindmap. The software allowed 
them to add their own nodes to the 
class mindmap, and these appeared 
simultaneously on their individual 
screens, which meant that their 
discussion about the Web could be 
recorded on one document. This was 
an important part of their work on 
building their personal web pages.

Year 8 have been improving their 
knowledge and understanding of 
E-safety through our new gamification 
app Gooseberry Planet on the iPads. 

This has been extremely helpful in their 
preparation for Senior School.
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LoveDesignTechnology@LPW  
Our young designers have completed some exciting projects this year.

Year 5 learnt about circuits for their spring term project. After determining was the best type of 
circuit to make and constructing a switch, the pupils fitted their circuits into the faces of cartoon 
characters! We had Minnie Mouse with a bow which lit up, Mario with glowing eyes, and Snoopy 
with a shiny nose. What fun! 

The highlight of the year for Year 6 is always our chocolate 
bar project. We have tried to change this project on many 
occasions but, funnily enough, are not allowed to! The 
pupils evaluate different chocolate bars by eating them. 
They then write about the selling characteristics of each 
bar and the packaging. They go on to design and make 
their own bars. This project is valuable, as it covers so 
many aspects of the design process, from evaluation to 
product design. It is incidental that it also happens to 
involve quite a lot of chocolate!

Year 8 worked hard on their woodwork project in the summer term. They had to make an accurate 
wooden box, measuring and then cutting the wood with a Tenon saw, creating a smooth finish 
and finally decorating and varnishing it. At last they were able to make a special gift to go inside. 
Claudia made her box for a Marmite loving brother, and Will C made his for his mother who is a 
rugby fan!
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LoveReligiousStudies@LPW  
“Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day; teach a man to fish and you feed him for life!”

In many ways this popular adage is growing in its application in our schools. Moving away from 
the simple imparting and acquisition of blocks of knowledge, students are now being inspired 
and encouraged to develop the tools and skills integral to the learning process itself. Here at LPW 
a feature of this practice is the inclusion of coursework at various stages of a pupil’s career. Let us 
introduce just two examples from the subject of RS:

Year 6 – a study of Hinduism
In the summer term of Year 6 pupils experience an introductory lesson outlining the brief of 
the coming weeks. They are issued with a sheet of instructions for guidance on the scope of the 
project, and then spend a number of sessions researching and presenting their findings, using 
either the iPads or in the ICT suite itself. 

Year 7 Coursework – Islam or Judaism
In the spring term of year 7 students undertake an in-depth study of either Judaism or Islam, 
according to their choice. If embarking on the CE curriculum in Year 8, this forms 30% of their 
final mark in the final assessment.

To conclude, here are a few comments from the children after finishing these assignments, which 
reflect their learning experience in the work:

“Doing coursework helped more than simply reading a book.”- Faris K

“Coursework gave me a wider view of ALL religions.”- Grace B

“It was fun and taught me a lot.”- Jack W

“It was a unique way to learn about a religion.”- Charina G

“Doing my coursework helped me understand why different people believe in things.”- Ben B
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LoveLatin@LPW  
Latin verbs and chocolate teapots!

You may not be surprised to learn that there is no 
direct Latin translation of the phrase ‘it’s as useful as 
a chocolate teapot!’

However, before very long pupils engaged in the 
subject here at LPW soon understand the usefulness 
of learning a language which, apart from a few 
exceptions, has not been spoken for many centuries. For the uninitiated, what are these benefits?

The key to English: Studies have shown that a knowledge of Latin 
dramatically improves pupils’ range of vocabulary, accuracy of 
spelling and ability to communicate in English. Hardly surprising, 

considering that over 50% of our words have a Latin root.

The key to languages: Far from ‘dead’, Latin 
evolved into French, Italian and Spanish. A 
knowledge of Latin gives pupils a head start in 

learning these.

The key to the professions: Latin expressions are 
used in Medicine and the Law. Most organisms 
have a Latin name as well as the vernacular. Thus 

a German botanist will understand that the flower (‘Ganseblumchen’ for him) is our ‘daisy’, 
without needing a dictionary of English. He will have learnt its Latin term, ‘bellis’, which has 
been universal since the work of Linnaeus, a Swedish scientist of the 19th Century.

A window on the past:  
As contemporary pupils learn the Latin language, they are introduced 
to various areas of Roman civilisation and the background of its 
empire. 

Medieval England, in both church and state, was dominated by the 
use of Latin. It is difficult to study this period in any depth without 
some knowledge of Latin.

Therefore, ‘sit vis vobiscum’ may not be as unintelligible as 
you may think for our pupils who have the benefit of learning 
Latin here at LPW. 

Perhaps the image on the right might help the uninitiated! 
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LoveLearning@LPW  
We have moved!  The autumn term 2015 began a new 

adventure for the Music department. The re-ordering 
of the main building provided two beautiful new 

music rooms upstairs. The largest classroom is for 
general music lessons, and the second houses our 
keyboards and provides a teaching space for 
visiting teachers. This has enabled us to develop 
exciting new opportunities for instrumental 
tuition and four new teachers joined our existing 
peripatetic staff, Mrs Valerie Thomas (violin) and 

Mrs Hicks (piano). 

We are delighted to offer brass lessons with Mr Alan 
Rodger, clarinet and saxophone with Ms Lucy Ballard, 

flute with Mr Dominic Smith and, most recently, guitar 
with Mrs Mary Grocott. We now have 38 children taking 

individual music lessons in school, and five of those are receiving tuition on two instruments. 

Music is thriving and it was a joy to showcase the fruits of all the pupils’ hard work at the end 
of May with an informal concert. Bearing in mind that many of the pupils have had only 8 
months’ tuition, the emphasis was on celebrating the diversity and great progress that has been 
made in such short time. We enjoyed a most exciting evening with ensembles, duets and solo 
performances by the children and two very frightened members of staff! It was such a joyful 
occasion. We are truly grateful to all our music teachers who have provided such inspiration 
and encouragement to our pupils.

Examination successes:
Claudia Lawson 
Piano Grade VI (Distinction) 
Matthew Macdonald
Tenor Saxophone Grade V (Merit) and 
Tenor Saxophone: Jazz Grade VI (Distinction) 
Tony Kang 
Piano Grade 1 (Distinction)
James Jarvis 
Grade V Saxophone and
Grade 1 Piano (Distinction)
Bradley Harman 
Grade 1 piano (Merit)
Abbie Fyffe
Grade 1 violin (Merit)
Nerea Kries Margoli 
Grade II violin (Distinction)
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Music 
Music Awards

We are very proud of our two music scholars, 
Claudia Lawson who plays piano and harp 
(Lancing College), pictured left with Mrs Hicks, 
and Matthew Macdonald (Sherborne) who plays 
tenor and alto saxophone, trumpet and piano. 
They have supported many of our school events 
with flair and talent in their time with us, and we 
are sure they will go on to do the same in their 
senior schools.

Chichester Festival successes 2016

Many congratulations to Claudia Lawson and 
Mrs Hicks who won the First Prize in the Piano 
Duet competition and were also presented with 
a special award, and to Bradley Harman who 
won First Prize in Solo Piano Grade 1.

Lancing College Chorister Experience for Prep 
Schools Tuesday 10th May

Six pupils from Year 6 were kept very busy all 
afternoon learning four contrasting pieces to 
perform at Evensong. They sang an African 
Sanctus, Spirit of God (to the tune of Skye Boat 
song), Dear Lord and Father of Mankind (Arr 
Parry) and Handel’s Halleluiah chorus and were 
supported by the Lancing College Chapel Choir 
who added the alto and bass parts. To join with 
adult voices and sing in a very special setting was 
an incredible experience for our children.
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LoveLearning@LPW

“I think sports probably teach you more about giving – about being unselfish and being 
flexible”              

             Chris Evert

The academic year started off for the PE department in fine 
sunshine, with Years 3, 4 and 5 pupils participating in the biennial 
PGL trip in Guildford. A variety of activities from climbing to 
karting took place, and a very enjoyable time was had by all the 
boys and girls who attended the three days.

Joseph Collier was fantastic when representing the Under 11 ISFA 
South of England football team in the spring term, playing against 
Crystal Palace and Leyton Orient. Kit O’Brien also made the U13 
team  and William Albon made the Under 11 representative ISFA 
football squad.

Joseph Collier also represented Worthing Harriers Athletics Club and in December competed 
in the Annual Sussex Cross Country Championships at Bexhill against all the top runners in his 
age group. In very muddy conditions he won the event by a considerable margin. 

In January two new events were introduced to the Lancing Prep 
Calendar: 

Year 6, 7 and 8 pupils took part in the Lancing College midwinter 
swimming gala, where the Under 11 team finished 3rd out of 10 
teams in the medley relay and the Under 13 team finished 3rd out 
of 10 teams in the freestyle relay. Ben B, Grace B and Matthew M 
also competed in the regional IAPS regional swimming gala for 
the first time.

Some pupils from Years 6, 7 and 8 attended a fantastic afternoon of swimming at Lancing 
College. Bradley H was superb in the Under 11 heats and finals, and an Under 13 team 
comprising Kit O, Grace B, Ben B, Luke H and Matthew M also made a medal final against very 
strong opposition. This was a first swimming gala for Lancing Prep School and the pupils were 
exceptional in every race.

In the Spring term both the boys’ First Team and Colts participated in their first set of hockey 
games on the Lancing College Astro turf. Also in the Spring term, the Year 6 boys participated 
in their first competitive table tennis fixtures. 

In the same month all pupils from Reception class to Year 8 experienced skating on the ice rink 
at Steyne Gardens, thanks to the support of the LPWA.
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Physical Education

Years 1 and 2, as well as 4 and 5, were able to use the wonderful 
facilities at West Worthing Tennis Club, as we began to introduce 
more tennis to our pupils. 

A first for our school this year was to enter a Year 6 and 7 boys’ 
team in the Sussex Cross Country competition, with Faris 
Khallouqui finishing 6th and Joseph Collier 9th, thus qualifying 
to run in the national cross country competition.

Our Girls’ netball teams entered the Lancing College 
netball tournament, the Handcross Park tournament 
and the regional netball tournament in March. The 
Under 8 netball team achieved an unbeaten season 
against some very strong opposition.

Individual achievements included James Jarvis 
playing golf for Sussex and Nelu Mendis gaining a 
sports scholarship to Lancing College.

The Prep girls in Prep took part in the “Time to 
Dance” showcase at Worthing Pavilion, with many other middle and secondary schools; all 
the pupils were stunning, and the girls thoroughly enjoyed the experience. They went on to 
perform at Lancing College in their “Dance by Design” showcase.

In April, pupils in Years 6, 7 and 8 participated in the first joint ski trip to Italy with Lancing 
Prep at Hove. A super time was had by all, and so much fun and learning was had that we are 
going back in Easter 2017!

In the summer term, we held an inaugural multisport tournament at LPW for Year 1 and Year 
2 pupils. The boys in Year 6, 7 and 8 participated in cricket fixtures at Lancing College every 
Wednesday afternoon for the first time, and the Year 3 and 4 pupils attended athletic meetings.
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LoveAdventure@LPW  
At the beginning of the academic year Years 3, 4 
and 5 had an amazing three days at PGL at their 
camp in Merchant’s Hill.

On our arrival we went on a tour of the site and 
shouted out across the Devil’s Punch Bowl to 
hear our echoes. Royce, our personal leader, 
threw us all into the spirit of camp by making 
us all shout ‘Baa’ when he shouted ‘Shaun the 
sheep!’  Singing songs and having fun is all part 
of PGL, and we sang wherever we went! We 
sang on the way to breakfast, lunch, dinner, and 
of course during all our activities.

Our first activity was Jacob’s ladder with nine 
telegraph poles strung together like a giant 
ladder but with the spaces at wider intervals the 
higher you went. We all managed the 4th rung 
and some made it to the top!

Day 2 started with abseiling down a 30ft tower. 
Some of us made it look easy! This was Mrs 
Lloyd's favourite activity. Next came the Quad 
Biking Formula 1, with us all kitted out in racing 
driver helmets and gloves. One of the most 
challenging activities was the zip wire. This took 
a lot of courage. We all tried and felt proud of 
ourselves, whatever we achieved.

Another day and another harness! This time 
it was for the giant swing. We needed to work 
together on this activity to hoist our friends up 
into the air and we all squealed with fright and 
delight when the rope was released.

Finally, we took on the almighty power fan! 
Only a 45ft or 13.716m climb up a swaying pole 
to a very small metal platform, which you then 
had to step off! We were all a little apprehensive 
at first but then we were away.

Although the weather wasn't always great, 
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PGL Camp 
there were always sunny smiles. PGL is about 
enjoying each other’s company, and we all 
certainly had a terrific time eating, sleeping, 
playing and laughing together.

Here are some of the thoughts of the children 
in their own words:

“My favourite thing about PGL was going on 
the giant swing in the forest.” – Tamara C

Louie R-B – “I did the abseiling with Dominic 
and was really scared. You have to pretend you 
are sitting on a chair but I thought I would fall. 
I even went to the top of the giant swing with 
Will O. I had butterflies in my stomach.”

Emma S - “I felt very nervous as I got on to the 
zip wire, but as I went down I changed from 
screaming my head off to laughing!”

Harry R -  “ I liked it when we pulled the string 
on the giant swing and it made me go flying 
through the air like a boomerang (because you 
kept coming back!)”

Teddy E – “I had so much fun on Jacob’s ladder. 
I got up to the fifth log, which made me feel 
proud as I am not very good with heights.”

Matthew S – “I enjoyed the power fan because it 
was scary climbing up, but really fun zooming 
down.”

Archie C – “Climbing to the top of a 45 foot 
pole was one of the most exhilarating activities 
I have ever done. I was the only person to “sky 
dive” off the pole with the harness attached to 
my back.”

George C – “I was hooked into a giant swing at PGL, and was hoisted into the air. It was one of 
the most thrilling activities there.”

Dominic F – “I had Pringles from the tuck shop everyday-it was brilliant!”
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ParentsLoveLPW
2015/16 was another great year for the LPWA; thank you all for making it such a success. The 
year started with a pre-prep disco fully funded by the LPWA to welcome all the children back 
to school. This was a thoroughly enjoyable experience for children, parents and teachers alike.

We had another fantastic Fireworks party in November and the weather was kind to us, mostly! 
Unfortunately we won’t be having one this year as it falls right in the middle of half term 
holidays. It’ll make the next one even bigger and better!

Before we knew it, December 
was upon us and that could only 
mean one thing, the Christmas 
Fair! This was a wonderful 
evening made extra special by 
Elsa and Anna (characters from 
‘Frozen’) opening the event. Our 
sincere thanks to W Welch Estate 
Agents for sponsoring this. The 
hall was packed with wonderful 
stalls and it buzzed with 
excitement, especially when it 
came to drawing the star prize 

for the raffle: a Play Station 4. 

The Curry and Quiz night was, as usual, a light hearted, competitive event. The competition 
was particularly strong between parents and teachers! Yet again Mr Skinns surpassed himself 
with an Indian banquet.

The prep children were all away on trips in the early part of the year when the pre prep children 
had their disco, so we made up for this in the spring term by hosting a prep games and film 
night which the children thoroughly enjoyed. 

The summer term is always hectic but some of children 
attended a most enjoyable Pool Party at The Triangle in 
Burgess Hill, thanks to an invitation from our sister school 
at Hove. 

At last came our final big event of the year, the Summer 
Fair, which was based around the Queen’s tea party this 
year. The weather tried to put a downer on the day, but we 
would not be beaten and moved inside or under cover in 
the court yard. The fair was made extra special by our host, 
Jack the Lad from Heart FM, who certainly made everyone 
laugh when drawing the raffle. Again a massive thank 
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you must go to W 
Welch estate agents, 
who sponsored the 
fair and bought the 
star prize, a much 
coveted Segway. 
Jean, we hope you 
are enjoying using it, 
but are guessing that 
you are very popular 
with the children 
in the family at the 
moment!

All these events enabled us to treat the children and school to 
some fabulous things over the year including:

• Ice Skating
• A doll’s house and castle for the nursery
• £500 toward library books
• First News Magazine subscription
• Pre Prep Pantomime
• Beanbags for the library
• Playground equipment
• Author, Caroline Lawrence visit 
• Poet, Joseph Coelho visit
• Food Tech equipment 
• Tennis equipment
• Third generation days

We hope that we can make the coming 
year as happy and successful as this 
one.

Do keep a check on our notice board 
in the playground for events, contact 
details and other LPWA information. 
Alternatively the latest LPWA news 
can be found in the Broadsheet each 
week. 

Thank you for your support over the year.
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LoveActivities@LPW 

‘Perchance to dream?’

Rare must be the person who has not echoed 
those words in Hamlet’s soliloquy. Perhaps 
equally rare, those who have not failed to 
ponder on their path in life, had they chosen 
an alternative career. Imagine the opportunity, 
then, to experience a small taste of a myriad 
working environments under one roof, in one 
day. A chance to dream indeed!

On our final Monday of the academic year 
our pupils from Years 1 to 8 journeyed to an 
establishment known as ‘ Kidzania’ in London, to 
enter an exciting world of possible occupations. 
We’re sure you will appreciate just a sample of 
the images of their exciting visit.
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EQUESTRIAN CENTRE 

OPEN LENT TERM 2017

www.lancingcollege.co.uk 
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“I’m absolutely delighted with my children’s results. 
My four children have different gifts and personalities and 

Lancing’s strength has been to support them exploring their 
talents and making the most of them, as well as pushing them 

out into new ventures.”
Mrs B, mother of current and former pupils at Lancing
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